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Intermediate Products, Specialization and the Dynamics

of Wage Inequality in the US

Abstract

This paper attempts to reconcile the slowdown in wage inequality in the
1990s with the view that international trade was a major factor contribut-
ing to the sharp increases in inequality during the 1980s. I present a model
that highlights the importance of intermediate products and attributes the
trend reversal of inequality to the restructuring of the economy. The model
is supported by evidence on the evolution of the imports of intermediate
products.
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1 Introduction

The sharp inequality increases in the US and other Anglo-Saxon countries since

the beginning of the 1980s spurred a huge literature seeking for explanations. The

most prominent hypotheses spelled out in the early literature attribute the in-

equality increases to either (i) technical change, or (ii) international trade or (iii)

a decline in labor market institutions, for reviews see Gottschalk and Smeeding

(1997) and Katz and Autor (1999). Drawing on an additional decade of evidence,

a number of recent studies have challenged the conclusions of this literature, fo-

cusing, in particular, on the skill-biased technical change hypothesis (Card and

DiNardo, 2002, Beaudry and Green, 2005, Lemieux, 2006). Card and DiNardo

(2002) were among the first to document a trend reversal in the dynamics of wage

inequality in the US (see figure 1). They conclude that the rise in inequality was

an ”episodic” event, which is hard to reconcile with the skill-biased technical

change explanation. In a similar vein, Beaudry and Green (2005) and Lemieux

(2006) suggest that the most important changes in wage inequality over the last

three decades were concentrated in the 1980s. Although Autor, Katz and Kear-

ney (2005) and (2006) contest this view and offer an interpretation in favor of

the skill-biased-technical-change hypothesis, their analysis also points to some

important differences in the evolution of inequality between the 1980s and the

1990s. Overall, there seems to be an agreement today that (i) a trend-reversal

in the dynamics of several measures of inequality occurred from the 1980s to the
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1990s, and that (ii) this trend-reversal calls for a re-evaluation of the explanations

put forward in the early literature.

The present paper builds upon the stylized facts established in this literature

(see figure 1) but, in contrast, focuses on the major alternative explanation:

international trade. More precisely I address the following questions. Is the

slowdown in the skilled-unskilled wage differential consistent with the view that

international trade was an important factor contributing to the rising demand for

skilled labor during the 1980s? If yes, why did the relative demand shift in favor

of the skilled not continue during the 1990s, a decade of progressing globalization

and increasing volumes of trade?

The issue is addressed both from a theoretical and an applied perspective. On

one hand, I present a model which demonstrates that the catch-up process of

newly industrialized countries need not continuously increase the skilled/unskilled

relative wage. Rather, it suggests that in face of continuously falling prices of

intermediate goods originating from these countries a turn point in the dynamics

of the relative wage is to be expected. On the other hand, I present evidence

that the imports of intermediate goods exhibit a time pattern remarkably similar

to that of inequality. In light of the presented model this evidence suggests that

the globalization-induced shift in relative labor demand was concentrated nearly

in the same period as most of the inequality increase. Overall, the analysis

performed here supports the view that international trade may be one of the

important factors determining the evolution of wage inequality in the US.
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The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents and discusses the evidence.

Section 3 introduces the theoretical model. Its more technical part is subdivided

into two subsections: 3.1 derives the comparative static results for the initial

phase when the imported intermediates are also produced domestically, 3.2 de-

rives the comparative static results under specialization. Section 4 concludes.

2 Evidence on the time path of intermediate im-

ports

In order to illustrate the dynamics of intermediate imports and to put it in a

context I rely upon two data sources: the Schott (2004) data on the imports

of parts and components1 and the NBER Manufacturing Productivity Database

described in Bartelsman and Gray (1996). Scott (2004) obtained the imports of

parts at the 4-digit 1987 SIC level by aggregating the imports of products con-

taining the word ”part” (or its variants ”parts”, ”prts”, ”pts” and ”component”)

in their verbal description from two more detailed industry classifications: for

the period 1972-1988 aggregation proceeded from the 7-digit TSUSA, and for

the period starting in 1989 aggregation proceeded from the 10-digit Harmonized

System. The switch from the TSUSA to the HS in 1989 introduces an important

break in the Schott series implying that the levels of the intermediate imports are

1These data and a detailed description are available at http :

//www.som.yale.edu/faculty/pks4/subinternational.htm
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not comparable across the two periods. In what follows I am comparing only the

growth rates, implicitly assuming that both the TSUSA and the HS classifications

allow to track the trend in the imports of parts equally well.

Based on the data described above Figure 2 plots the indices of total real imports

of parts and components and total real value of shipments. Nominal imports of

parts and components are converted to real using the implicit deflator for non-

energy inputs from the NBER MP Database.2 The indices are reset to 100 in

1979 and 1989 to facilitate comparison across the periods 1972-1979, 1979-1989

and 1989-1996 respectively. The break years of these periods correspond roughly

to the peaks of the business cycle. Moreover, 1989 is the year in which the switch

from the TSUSA to the Harmonized System occurred. The periods obtained

in this way are of approximately equal length with no significant changes in

classification occurring within either of them.

We see in Figure 2 that real imports of parts and components increased at a much

higher rate during the 1979-1989 period as compared to the other two periods.

Interestingly, the growth in the real imports of parts and components during the

last period was no higher than it was during the first. The slowdown in the

growth of imported intermediate products appears even more pronounced if one

2This deflator is constructed as recommended by Bartelsman and Gray (1996, p. 21). The

NBER MPD contains explicit deflators for material cost pimat and for energy expenditure pien.

The deflator for non-energy inputs is obtained as the ratio of nominal non-energy materials

(matcost-energy) to real non-energy materials (matcost/pimat)-(energy/pien).
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takes into account the fact that total shipments accelerated in the last period.

The dynamic pattern depicted in figure 1 resembles much that in figure 2, but

what can we make out of this similarity? In any case it would be wrong to take

the imports of parts and components as the cause for the inequality increases,

because the first should be regarded as endogenous. It would be also wrong to

conclude that globalization, which is the candidate to be the exogenous force

behind the inequality increase, slowed down in the 1990’s. But if intermediate

imports and inequality cannot be considered ”cause” and ”effect”, then what’s

the use of uncovering the coincidence in their timing? The interpretation sug-

gested here is that the acceleration in the imported parts and components during

the 1980s indicates a period of restructuring in manufacturing whereby domes-

tically produced unskill-intensive inputs were increasingly being substituted for

imported inputs. Note that during the second period the imports of parts and

components increased four times while total sales remained roughly constant.

This suggests to attribute the acceleration of the imports to substitution of do-

mestically produced parts and components.

The main channel through which this substitution worked is outsourcing. Con-

sider for example the simplest form of outsourcing where a firm closes an unskill-

intensive intermediate production line in the home country and opens an analo-

gous production line abroad. The products are still used by the firm in the home

country as inputs for subsequent more skill-intensive stages of production. Out-

sourcing of this form would show up in the industry statistics as an increase in
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the imports of parts and components without a significant change in shipments.3

It may be argued that outsourcing provides a cost-advantage to the firm allowing

it to potentially expand its sales. However, no matter whether the cost reduction

is passed through or not we would expect to observe an increase in the imports

of parts and components, overproportional to the increase in shipments. This

is basically the pattern observed in all periods. Note further that other forms

of outsourcing have basically the same implications for the aggregate statistics.

For example, the implications would be the same if a subcontractor rather than

the firm itself operated the production line in the foreign country.4 Measuring

outsourcing by the increase in the imports of intermediate goods in excess of the

increase in shipments Tchipev (2006) calculates for a sample of 4-digit manu-

facturing industries the implied changes in the non-production wage bill-share

and finds that they match quite well the actual changes. The results in Tchipev

(2006) provide direct evidence that the imports of parts and components dur-

ing the 1980s substitute domestic production. Finally, note that while the term

”outsourcing” is often associated with the activities of multinational enterprizes,

3Shipments would decrease, if originally the domestically produced inputs were counted as

industry sales. Since the reference unit in the NBER MPD is the establishment this depends

upon whether the inputs were produced and used within the same establishment or not.

4One form of outsourcing which has different implications is the relocation of the assembly

activities. Under the assumption that the final good is consumed in the US we would expect

this to lead to an increase in exports of parts from the US and an increase in the imports of

final goods.
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thus invoking some connotation of non-market interaction, the substitution of

domestically produced inputs for foreign-produced outputs may well be viewed

as a phenomenon driven by market forces. I shall take up this point in the next

section where I use a competitive framework to model the process.

All this suggests that we should interpret Figure 2 as evidence that outsourcing,

i.e. the first-time relocation abroad of unskill- intensive production activities, was

most intensive during the 1980s. Naturally this interpretation raises the question

why outsourcing slowed down during the 1990s in spite of continuing globaliza-

tion. The explanation I put forward is that the manufacturing sector has been

restructured by the end of the 1980s so that unskilled labor was predominantly

employed in activities which were less susceptible to outsourcing. Basically, this

are activities which are spatially non-separable from those performed by skilled

workers. For a variety of reasons such activities exist in nearly every industry.

Cleaning an office or the low-skill intensive work on a production line which has

to be continuously monitored by specialists provide two simple examples.

In what follows I present a model that makes the point more precise. It illustrates

how the continuous catch-up process of newly industrialized countries leads to

two different phases of adjustment in a developed economy. The results of the

model match the presented evidence and provide an insight on the possible link

between trade and the observed dynamics of wage inequality.
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3 The Model - Assumptions, Intuition

In this Section I present a Walrasian general equilibrium model of a small open

economy. One should always be careful when modelling the US as a small open

economy. This assumption means that the prices of the traded goods are ex-

ogenous. At the level of aggregation of that model this is perhaps a reasonable

assumption. There are only two traded goods in the model: the country imports

intermediate goods (I) and exports sophisticated final goods (X). Globaliza-

tion is modelled as a continuous fall in the price of the intermediate goods pI .

The fall in the the prices of imported intermediate goods can be attributed to

the catch-up process of newly industrialized countries (improvements in the in-

frastructure, efficiency of the administration, legal system, labor force discipline

and basic skills in these countries), the falling transportation costs, and the im-

proved information on the business opportunities in those countries. All these

can be viewed as exogenous factors with a potentially strong impact on the price

of the intermediate good pI which motivates the assumption of exogenous goods

prices.

The model consists of a system of equilibrium conditions which are assumed to

be satisfied in each point of time. The dynamics of the endogenous variables

(more precisely we are interested in the wages of skilled and unskilled labor) is

derived qualitatively as a function of the dynamics of the exogenous parameter

PI and the system of equations describing the equilibrium in each point of time.
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It is assumed that pI falls continuously over time, while the other parameters

(endowments, preferences and technologies) remain constant. The remaining

assumptions are the following. All standard assumptions of Walrasian general

equilibrium models hold: one price for each good (factor of production), perfect

competition, no disequilibrium trade, instantaneous and simultaneous price and

quantity adjustment. All production functions feature constant returns to scale.

All households have identical and homothetic preferences. There are two primary

factors of production - skilled (H) and unskilled (L) labor. There are three types

of goods. It is important that these three broad categories, denoted Y , I and

X, should not be associated with specific industries. Rather, the output of each

industry should be viewed as a bundle of these three aggregates, as suggested by

the following examples.

First, there are the non-traded intermediate products and services, Y , which are

produced with unskilled labor alone. We can think of good Y as embodying

the unskilled labor services in creating the infrastructure (construction of houses,

offices, roads, electricity and water supply) and maintaining it (repairs, cleaning,

security) as well the labor services used in hotels, restaurants and mensas, truck

and taxi driving, retail trade and so on. I assume that good Y is used both in

production as an intermediate input for producing good X and in consumption

as a final good.

Second, there are the pure intermediate goods, I, which are also produced with

unskilled labor alone and, by contrast to Y , are traded. We can think of I as
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the unskilled labor services embodied in all kinds of traded goods such as semi-

conductors, automobile parts, TV parts, and even sewing and assembly services

embodied in reimports of good X. 5 Note that all the goods captured by the

aggregate category I are not directly consumable. Even when a consumption

good such as a bicycle or a TV-set is entirely produced in a newly industrialized

country its sale value in the developed world rarely accrues to 100 percent to

that country. On one hand, there might be licence payments or other transfer

payments arising from the fact that the local producer in the newly industrialized

country is using foreign technology, product design or marketing services. On the

other hand, there is always some fraction of the sales value accruing to gross- and

retail traders in the final destination. All these payments should be viewed as

value added in the production of the final consumption good (X in our model)

accruing to domestic factors of production. To the extent that these payments

tend to constitute a large fraction of the price of the final goods this provides the

motivation to assume that the imported good I is a pure intermediate good.

5Trade models not featuring transport costs or differentiated products allow to determine

only net trade. We assume here that the country is a net importer of good X which does not

mean that good X never flows in the opposite direction. Suppose for example that an almost

finished TV-set that has been produced in the US, is exported to Mexico for final processing

(assembly) and then reenters the US as a finished TV-set. It is reasonable to treat the whole

deal az zero net trade in good X and a net import of good I from Mexico to the US with value

of the import of I equal to the value added of the assembly operation performed in Mexico.
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Third, there are the sophisticated final goods, X, produced with high-skilled labor

(H), traded intermediates (I), and non-traded intermediates (Y ). We can think

of good X as a broad aggregate including products such as houses, computers,

cars, TV’s, mobile phones, high-quality clothing and shoes, etc, virtually all

consumption goods requiring a non-negligible input of skilled labor. Basic unskill-

intensive consumption goods such as sugar, rice and T-shirts, for example, are

excluded from the model under the implicit assumption that the expenditures on

them are small and do not change much over time.

The main result of the model is that a monotonic decrease over time of the price

of traded intermediates (I) leads to a U-shaped time path of the real unskilled

wage - initially the unskilled wage falls, but then it starts to increase. The turn

point occurs at the time when the traded intermediates I stop to be domestically

produced. The intuition for this result can be explained as follows.

During the first phase, the cheaper the imported intermediates become, the more

they displace unskilled workers employed in the production of similar goods. The

domestic production of such goods declines and more and more unskilled workers

have to be absorbed by the non-traded sector. This restructuring process is

accompanied by a continuous fall in the unskilled wage, which is linked to the

price of the imported intermediate via the zero profit condition. Alternatively,

we may say that the shrinking of the domestic I-sector reduces the demand for

unskilled labor causing its wage to fall. Eventually, no worker is employed in the

production of the imported intermediates. From this point on the further fall
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in their price needn’t reduce the domestic unskilled wage any more. The latter

is now closely linked to the demand for good Y because this is the only sector

employing unskilled labor. In fact, the falling price of imported intermediate

goods raises the demand for good Y via two channels. First, the cheap input

from abroad boosts the X sector leading firms in this sector to demand more of

the non-traded good Y which they use as an intermediate. Second, the fall in the

price of imported intermediate goods represents a terms of trade improvement.

The generated income effect leads to increased consumer demand for good Y .

Both effects tend to raise the wage of unskilled labor. In what follows I present

the model formally and derive the results.

3.1 Phase 1: Close substitutes of the imported interme-

diates are produced also domestically

Suppose that initially the aggregate category I is produced domestically. The

equilibrium at each point of time is described by the following system of equations.
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wL = pI (1)

wL = pY (2)

cX(pY , pI , wH) = 1 (3)

aHX(pY , pI , wH).X = H̄ (4)

aY X(pY , pI , wH).X = YX (5)

aIX(pY , pI , wH).X = IX (6)

Y marsh.
C (pY , 1, wLL̄ + wHH̄) + YX = LY (7)

IX + LY − L̄ = IM (8)

Where wH and wL are the wages of skilled and unskilled labor respectively, pY ,

pI are the prices of goods Y and I respectively. Note that good X has been

chosen as numéraire and its price is set to one in Eqs. 3 and 7. cX(.) is the cost

function and aHX(.), aY X(.), aIX(.) are the corresponding optimal requirements

of the three inputs per unit output of good X. H̄ and L̄ are the endowments

with skilled and unskilled labor respectively. X is output of good X, YX and

IX are the total amounts of good Y and I respectively used in the production

of good X. Y marsh.
C (.) is the marshallian demand function for good Y . LY is

total unskilled labor used in the production of good Y , and IM are the im-

ports of good I. The system consists of eight equations in the eight variables

pY , wL, wH , X, YX , IX , LY , IM . Eqs. 1- 3 are the zero profit conditions for
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the three produced goods. Note that by choice of units we have normalized the

per-input requirements of unskilled labor in the production of goods Y and I

to one. Eqs. 4-8 represent the goods and factor market equilibrium conditions.

Note that after normalization LY is both total labor used in the production of

good Y and output of good Y (as such it stands on the right-hand-side of Eq.7,

while the left-hand-side gives the demand for good Y ). The latter consists of two

terms: consumption demand and input demand from the X sector. Eq. 8 gives

the imports of good I as a residual between domestic demand, IX , and domestic

production, L̄ − LI (this is total unskilled labor allocated to sector I; with the

normalization it is also the domestically produced output of good I).

It is now obvious that as long as the system consisting of Eqs. 1-8 holds, the

fall in PI translates directly into a proportional fall in the real unskilled wage

wL. The price of the non-traded intermediates also falls in the same proportion

(Eq.2). The changes in the other endogenous variables during this phase can be

derived qualitatively as follows. The price of skilled labor rises (Eq.3). Since

the prices of goods Y and I change proportionately we can apply the composite

commodity theorem to derive the changes in input coefficients: aHX(.) would

unambiguously fall and the input coefficient of the composite good would rise.

The fall in aHX(.) implies a rise in the output of good X (Eq.4). Since the total

input of skilled labor is fixed by the endowment the rise in the output of good

X must be accounted for by an increase in the input of the composite good. In

principle, it would be possible that one of the components of the composite good
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falls while the other increases overproportionally. This would require, however,

extreme substitutability/complementarity patterns in the production of good X.

I rule this possibility out here and assume that the expansion of the X sector

entails that both YX and IX rise.

The remaining results are easy to establish. The consumption demand for good

Y rises because of its falling price and rising income (this follows from the as-

sumption of homothetic preferences and the terms of trade improvement). From

Eq.7 we see that the amount of unskilled labor allocated to the non-traded sec-

tor (LY ) rises because both production and consumption demand increase (YX

and Y marsh.
C (.)). Finally, Eq.8 provides a consistency check on our results: with

the domestic use of the traded intermediates (IX) growing and their domestic

production (LX = L̄−LY ) declining this equation implies that the imports (IM)

must rise, something we knew already based on the terms of trade improvement.

The central result here is that the endowment of unskilled labor is continuously

shifting from the import competing sector (I) towards the non-traded sector (Y ).

I assume that this continuous process would eventually lead to specialization:

the economy will produce only goods Y and X with the total endowment of

unskilled labor allocated to the non-traded sector (LY = L). This brings us to

the second phase of adjustment in which the further fall in pI has completely

different implications for the unskilled wage.
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3.2 Phase 2: close substitutes of the imported intermedi-

ates are not produced domestically

When good I is not produced domestically the equilibrium values of all endoge-

nous variables satisfy the following system.

wL > pI (9)

wL = pY (10)

cX(pY , pI , wH) = 1 (11)

aHX(pY , pI , wH).X = H̄ (12)

aY X(pY , pI , wH).X = YX (13)

aIX(pY , pI , wH).X = IX (14)

Y marsh.
C (pY , 1, wLL + wHH) + YX = L̄ (15)

IX = IM (16)

This system is obtained from Eqs.1-8 by transforming Eq.1 to an inequality (costs

exceed marginal revenue) and setting Ly = L. We have one equation and one

variable (LY ) less. Suppose now that wL continues falling or it remains constant.

A similar reasoning as in the previous Section will lead us to a contradiction. If

wL falls or remains constant, then wH must rise (Eq.11). The composite theorem

cannot be applied now because the fall in PI and pY is not proportional. However,

in any case both intermediate inputs, Y and I, become cheaper relative to skilled
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labor. This should lead to an increase in both YX and IX unless there are extreme

substitutability/complementarity patterns in the production of good X, which I

ruled out by assumption. Consumption demand for good Y must rise as before

due to the income effect (we have still a terms-of-trade improvement and we

assumed that the relative price of good Y does not rise). But if both consumption

demand, Y marsh.
C (.), and input demand, YX , for good Y rise, then its output must

also rise. However, this is not possible because the output of good Y is fixed by

the endowment with unskilled labor, see Eq.15. Since we arrived to contradiction

assuming that wL falls or remains constant it follows that wL must rise during

that phase.

Note that the imports of intermediate goods grow continuously due to the falling

price. However, consistent with the presented evidence, the model implies an

important difference in the rate of growth of intermediate imports during the

two adjustment periods. During the initial phase of restructuring the imports

of intermediate goods increase for two reasons: (i) to account for the increased

total domestic usage of traded intermediates and (ii) to compensate for the fall

in domestic production. By contrast, during the next phase of specialization the

second effect, the substitution of domestic production, is lacking. This suggests

that we should interpret the slowdown in the imports of parts and components

apparent in Figure 2 as evidence of a nearly-completed restructuring of the man-

ufacturing sector.
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4 Conclusion

The early literature analyzing the sharp inequality increases of the 1980s pro-

posed three major, not necessarily mutually exclusive explanations: changes in

labor market institutions, skill-biased technical change and international trade.

The slowdown in wage inequality that followed in the next decade appears con-

sistent with the first of these but poses problems for the other two. Nevertheless,

the debate on the role of these three factors is far from being settled. Respond-

ing to the proponents of the institutional explanation Autor, Katz and Kearney

(2006) have recently shown that the skill-biased-technical-change-hypothesis can

be refined, so that it can fit quite well the changing dynamics of wage inequality

over the last decades. The present paper shows that the trade-hypothesis can fit

these trends as well.

Overall the model and the evidence presented here suggest the following interpre-

tation. The 1980s were a period of rapid substitution of domestically produced

inputs for analogous, but foreign-produced inputs in industrial production. This

substitution was accompanied by a restructuring of the manufacturing sector

whereby the unskilled labor was gradually shifting towards activities less sus-

ceptible to relocation. The capacity for further relocation of unskill-intensive

activities abroad had been apparently exhausted to a large extent by the end

of the 1980s, which explains why both inequality and the imports of parts and

components slowed down their growth rate at that time. This interpretation
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supports the view that alongside with technical change and labor market insti-

tutions, international trade was an important determinant of inequality over the

last decades.
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Figure 2: Indices of real imports of parts and components and real output
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